Union Therapy—An Urgent Need to Health Care for Covid and Future Threats
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Abstract

Human suffering through infections is inevitable. History has witnessed drastic negative impacts of infectious plagues which were primarily managed through prayers and latter through medicines. In spite of high technology at present COVID-19 and other resistant infections and diseases still pose a threat to global health and still is unchecked. Thus to combat it a modality Union therapy is conceptualized which synergistically uses the past and present medical techniques to cope up the COVID. It tries to merge the positive effects of supernatural medicine with modern medicine to make therapy comprehensive complete in all aspects. This effort would help to cope up new emerging diseases like COVID and in cases of palliative care where psychological aspects and the patient’s religious and spiritual needs play a role. Overall it will help to frame a bridge between past and present treatment modalities by scientifically assessing and merging the objective similarities in them. It will help to foster new areas and make therapy acceptable and accessible to a wide range of global population.
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BACKGROUND

In past religion and medicine were linked. The ancient medicine had a supernatural element embedded in it which was usually a deity or supernatural spirit of ancestors the common link between was that they were regarded as sacred as per their beliefs and culture.[1,2]

INTRODUCTION

First and foremost forms of treatment were prayers offered to the deities in temples or places of worship.[3] The other forms of treatment included rituals, ceremonies carried on specific timings encompassing a time or kala element in theme which was linked with the alignment of nature and its associated events. In addition of time element a standard procedure was also linked which took form of a ritual of ceremony with due course of time.[4]

However studies conducted in modern time also showed that up to 33% and 77% of patients insist on fulfillment of their spiritual needs especially in palliative care scenario where spirituality and religion holds a prominent place. Religion can be addressed as set of beliefs and practices shared by a community however spirituality is referred as a person’s existential relationship with almighty Spirituality is a way of life along with the core belief. It is not restricted within a frame of a religion rather it is independent and could be attained through positive interaction with nature and surroundings. Though both terms are perceived different but the fundamental of the two is the same thus both are linked through a belief in almighty and to live in positive frame as per core beliefs.[5] In modern science perspective studies reveal that spirituality is linked with improvement in depression cognitive impairment pain and quality of life hence spirituality counseling in all medical conditions preferably in chronic medical illnesses and terminal conditions or un treatable illness must be done to make therapy complete in all aspects. Spirituality inclusion in treatment has shown improvements in cardiovascular, cerebrovascular, pulmonary diseases and dealing with negative impacts of treatment outcome. Hence the inclusion of religion and belief in treatment is a tool to make therapy comprehensive acceptable and accessible and to invoke faith acceptability compatibility and adherence in patient towards therapy.[6]

ASTROLOGY AS LINK BETWEEN SCIENTIFIC AND SUPERNATURAL MEDICINE

Astrology is influence of planets on humans. Started in Mesopotamia by Sumerians. Babylions also have identified 7 stars in their text Mu lapin and have deified and offered them prayers and rituals. These seven stars are still present in horoscopes. Rituals including sacrifices were conducted during 18000 BCE for stars. Astrological knowledge was transferred to Egypt where it went amendments of medical orientations leading to a new form known as hermetic astrology dedicated to deity Hermes. In hermetic astrology heavenly phenomena and body were assumed linked and collectively known as Moleothesy providing basis of a holistic medical orientation. It also shares the view of positive impacts of heavenly objects like Moon, Sun, Mercury Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn on drugs as well as the treatment which is referred as Astrobotany.[7] The same thing is practiced in ayurveda also where the drugs are affected by nature and specific time intervals known as nakshatra are designated for a medicine processing.[8] Further this knowledge was transmitted to Greeks who latter improvised it and formed 12 zodias. Ancient scriptures also stress the influence of heavenly objects on objects on earth. Even Galen and Hippocrates the pioneers of modern medicine supported the view of impact of astronomy and astrology on medicine.[9]
In Indian context astrology constitutes of a horoscope which depicts position of planets which rule the past, present and future of an individual. The chart has 12 houses of which first are lagna and rest are studied linked with the first. These twelve houses are designated to different parts of the body thus have a role in health. The astrology can help in different aspects of health. Harmful planets could be managed through astrological remedies. For good health deities like Sun, Moon and eighth house are checked. In addition remedies are followed to prevent any negative outcome. Even illness in coming time can also be assessed by astrologer by using techniques like Vimsottasrda (which involves a cycle of 120 years) and Yojindasa (involving a cycle of 36 years). An astrologer can diagnose disease severity, outcome and can even provide remedies to diseases not managed by modern science from horoscope. This phenomena should be accessed for clinical evidence and latter recorded in a database that could later filter duplicate and similar intervention hence could help to bridge supernatural to scientific evidence as an intervention of union therapy thus framing a background for mythscentific health model which could be comprehensively holistic. Similarly, the astrological aspect of medicine is also practiced in Ayurveda where Tridosha are linked with the astrological fractions. The Chinese Medical System referred as TCM also shares link with Ayurveda. Here it is referred as horoscope men and the disease along with its treatment done through the horoscope. It is striking to find that the Kampo medicine has fundamental links with TCM. This supports the fact that holistic nature of therapy is based on fact that supports the interconnectedness of person with nature and in this the common link of astrology as a part of medicine plays a vital role across different cultures. Astrology is also related to tantra which is referred as a sect in Indian philosophy pays due attention to time and astronomy which is known as kala name of time of deity Shiva. Tantra is referred as set of organized procedures for a desired outcome. In past when the belief and dependency on supernatural was high.

In modern times, the relation of the sun and moon to disease and treatment is not restricted to religion or to traditional medicine rather it has a proven scientific ground as renal endocrinology is linked to these two heavenly bodies. Sun is source of Vitamin D fluctuations of which cause many diseases. The production of Vitamin D also requires a healthy and functional kidney hence both organ and sun light are linked for good health. However moon affects behavior of a person and is linked with psychological disorders studies have shown that moon is an enhancing factor for diseases like in seizures, deregulation CVS disorders behavior changes menstrual changes and full term deliveries. Scientifically moon affects the hormone melatonin which plays a role in oxidative stress, inflammation, proteinuria, and renal damage progression in animal studies. In addition studies show that renal colic follows lunar cycle pattern high incidence on full moon day and less on other days.

Thus this rational scientific evidence shows a link between effects of heavenly bodies and natural objects in normal physiology of a human being hence forcing us to think health in holistic context and to access the supernatural elements and their effects on scientific basis and after assessment framing interventions to frame a universal treatment modality which could merge this supernatural belief phenomena with modern treatment regimen to maximize the therapeutic effect improve adherence faith and acceptance and accessibility of the treatment on global scale. A diagram for merging supernatural to science ids depicted as follows-

Every disease irrespective of origin has physical and psychological aspects hence a portion of psychological aspect of therapy is to be included in every disease management to ensure a comprehensive and complete cure viewing this the aspects of psychotherapy comes in operation in every disease management which in modern science is restricted only to specific psychiatric diseases. Treating or strengthen psychology towards a positive side would aid

### UNION THERAPY- Merging Supernatural to Scientific

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Basis</th>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Need</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belief</td>
<td>Culture and customs beliefs</td>
<td>Psychological assessment of patient</td>
<td>Faith in therapy</td>
<td>Helps to frame treatment based on beliefs will help in improving adherence / acceptability.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supernatural identity</td>
<td>Deity/supernatural element linked with faith nature/natural phenomena or astrology</td>
<td>Positive psychological support to patient based on his inherent beliefs</td>
<td>Ensure faith and completeness of therapy in patient due to almighty intervention</td>
<td>Access psychological, spiritual or religious needs of patients especially in palliative care and frame treatment blended with religious/belief needs to make therapy acceptable and effective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astrology in treatment</td>
<td>Role of astrology in framing treatment of disease of patients</td>
<td>Including various parameters of disease management and making therapy comprehensively holistic i.e union therapy</td>
<td>Accessing or implementing the advises given astrologically for treatment</td>
<td>Data base formulation, Data filtering among views between different cultures / intervention or development of new protocols</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tantra/mantra/amulets</td>
<td>Positive effect in mind and body link with astrology/fait and religion</td>
<td>Operation of higher order of therapeutics used for uncontrolled disease like COVID-19 merging scientific basis of supernatural procedure.</td>
<td>Blending mantras as a part of non-pharmacological treatment form in the life style modification</td>
<td>Data filtering/ intervention or development of new protocols and testing myths throughassessment of outcomes though scientific methods for clinical evidence and development of new comprehensive wing of treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharmacological treatment</td>
<td>Clinical management of disease through blending With super</td>
<td>Use of medical treatment And life style/ non pharmacological blending with supernatural</td>
<td>Disease management Clinical blended with supernatural</td>
<td>Patient treatment / Management blended with supernatural</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Frame a astrological form of remedial medicine synchronized with the medical precautions and check it for clinical evidence | Linking super natural age old beliefs with modern science and check it for clinical evidence to merge it with modern science |
in positive health outcomes. This involves the use of root cause analysis and elimination which means Nidana Parivarjana, cause elimination, Dhutanyaparijaya (divine seeking), Magico religious modalities like Mantra (hymns), Mantraharan (Precious Stones), Oushadam (Amulets), Mangalam (Propitiatory Rituals). Such practices were performed in almost every civilization including China, Egypt, Mesopotamia, Greek, Rome, America, Mayans Inca. Hence this indicates that to make modern health care complete in all aspects as per WHO which also advocates different vocations of health and not see it as merely absence of disease a new concept of union therapy is proposed which advocates every treatment modality having a positive effect and respect every treatment practice irrespective of origin. This concept respects every treatment modality having a positive outcome and compromises utilization of objective similarities of higher order therapeutics holistic approach, conceptual interactions and links between medicine systems religious cultural and individualistic traits to aid in treatment and improve adherence and outcome. This could be a tool in COVID-19 where modern science is not effective hence going back to roots and crosschecking ancient knowledge on modern clinical evidence could help us to develop a new modality to combat COVID-19 or any such future untreatable threat.

CONCLUSION

Every culture has its own inherent beliefs which centers round a supernatural deity which makes the therapy complete. This supernatural element is not considered in modern science Though the beliefs shape spirituality and psychology of individual which have shown positive impacts in several studies. The deity is connected to nature which encompasses planets and heavenly bodies which forms the basis of astrology hence making it a link between supernatural and scientific science Studies show that it played role in ancient treatment. In addition every disease has a psychological aspect hence integrating the two in treatment would help to integrate psychological as well as religious or spiritual dimensions of therapy in scientific manner making therapy comprehensively complete which could make therapy accessible acceptable applicable in almost all clinical situations.
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